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GGV ??????????????? (??????) ??????????????
(??????) ?????? $A$?A. Ungar????????? (??) ???????
??(??????) ????????? (???????) ????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? [3] ????????
???? $+:S\cross Sarrow S;(a, b)\mapsto a+b$???????????? $(S, +)$ ?magma ?
???Magma $(S, +)$ ??????????? $\varphi$ : $Sarrow S$ ????? $+$ ????????
???? $\varphi(x+y)=\varphi(x)+\varphi(y)$ ???????? magma $(S, +)$ ???????????
???? magma $(S, +)$ ????????????? $Aut(S, +)$ ?????????
Denition 1 (gyrogroup). Magma $(G, \oplus)$ ????????????????? (G1) ?
? (G5) ??????????
$(G1)\exists e$ ? $G$ S.t. $\forall a\in G,$ $e\oplus a=e.$
(G2) $\forall a\in G,$ $\exists\ominus as.t.$ $\ominus a\oplus a=e.$
(G3) $\forall a,$ $b,$ $c\in G,$ $\exists!gyr[a, b]c\in G$ s.t. $a\oplus(b\oplus c)=(a\oplus b)\oplus gyr[a, b]c.$
(G4) $\forall a,$ $b\in G$ , gyr $[a, b]\in A_{\mathfrak{U}}t(G, \oplus)$ .
(G5) $\forall a,$ $b\in G$ , gyr $[a\oplus b, b]=gyr[a, b].$
??????????
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???????? $(G, \oplus)$ ????????????????? (G6) ??????????
(G6) $\forall a,$ $b\in G,$ $a\oplus b=gyr[a, b](b\oplus a)$ .
????????????????????????
Example 2. Magma $(X, \cdot)$ ??(??) ?? ?????? [??? $a,$ $b\in X$ ????
gyr $[a,$ $bJ$ ? $X$ ???????????? (??????) ?????????????
?????
Example 3. $c$ ??????????? $\mathbb{R}_{c}^{3}$ ? 3??????????????????
? $c$ ??????? $\mathbb{R}_{c}^{3}$ ?????? $\oplus_{E}$ ?
$u \oplus_{E}v=\frac{1}{1+\langle u,v\rangle/c^{2}}\{u+\frac{1}{\gamma_{u}}v+\frac{1}{c^{2}}\frac{\gamma_{u}}{1+\gamma_{u}}\langle u, v\rangle u\}$
???????? $\rangle$ ? $\mathbb{R}^{3}$ ?????????? $\gamma_{u}$ ? $u$ ???????? $\gamma_{u}=(1-$
$\Vert u\Vert^{2}/c^{2})^{-\frac{1}{2}}$ ???? $(\mathbb{R}_{c}^{3}, \oplus_{E})$ ??????????????????????????
?????? (Einstein gyrogroup)????
Example 4. $\mathbb{D}$ ????? $\mathbb{C}$ ?????????? $\mathbb{D}$ ?????? $\oplus_{M}$ ?
$a \oplus_{M}b=\frac{a+b}{1+\overline{a}b}$





Denition 5. ????? $(G, \oplus)$ ??????????????
$a$ EH $b=a\oplus gyr[a, \ominus b]b$
?????????????? $(G, \oplus)$ ? coaddition????
??? $c*$-??????????????? $\mathscr{A}_{+}^{-1}$ ????????????????
????????













Ungar ?????????????????????????????? ??? ???
???? ????? ??????????????????????????? ???
????????????? ?????????? Example 3, Example 4??????
????????????????????????????????????????




[1] ???? GGV (generalized gyrovector space) ????????????????
??????????" ????? \ ???????????????????" ????
?"????????GGV ???????????????????????????
?????????
Denition 7 (Generalized gyrovector spaces). $(G,$ $\oplus\rangle$ ????????????????
? $\otimes,$ $\mathbb{R}\cross Garrow G$ ????????????(V, $\Vert$ . ?????????? $\phi$ : $Garrow V$
???? $(G, \oplus, \otimes, \phi)$ ? generalized gyrovector space (????GGV) ????????
?? (GGVO)?? (GGV8) ??????????
(GGVO) $\Vert\phi(gyr[u, v]a)\Vert=\Vert\phi(a)\Vert.$
$(GGV1\rangle 1\otimes a=a.$
(GGV2) $(r_{1}+r_{2})\otimes a=(r_{1}\otimes a)\oplus(r_{2}\otimes a)$ .
(GGV3) $(r_{1}r_{2})\otimes a=r_{1}\otimes(r_{2}\otimes a)$ .
(GGV4) $(\phi(|r|\otimes a))/\Vert\phi(r\otimes a$ $=\phi(a)/\Vert\phi(a)\Vert$ $(r\neq 0, a\neq e)$ .
(GGV5) $gyr[u, v](r\otimes a)=r\otimes gyr[u, v]a.$
(GGV6) $gyr[r_{1}\otimes v, r_{2}\otimes v]=id_{G}.$
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(GGVV) ???? $\oplus'$ ? $\otimes'$ ???? $(\pm\Vert\phi(G)\Vert, \oplus', \otimes')$ ????????????????
(GGV7) ? (GGV8) ???????? $\pm\Vert\phi(G)\Vert=\{\pm\Vert\phi(a)\Vert;a\in G\}.$
(GGV7) $\Vert\phi(r\otimes a$ $=|r|\otimes'\Vert\phi(a)\Vert.$
(GGV8) $\Vert\phi(a\oplus b$ $\leq\Vert\phi(a)\Vert\oplus'\Vert\phi(b)\Vert.$
???????????????? $GGV$ ????
Example 8. $A$ ???? $c*$-?????????? $\Vert\cdot\Vert$ ???? $A$ ???? $A_{+}^{-1}$ ???
???? $\oplus$ ? $\otimes$ ?
$a\oplus b=a^{\frac{1}{2}}ba^{\frac{1}{2}} (a, b\in \mathscr{A}_{+}^{-1})$ ,
$r\otimes a=a^{r} (a\in \mathscr{A}_{+}^{-1}, r\in \mathbb{R})$
?????????? $\phi=log$ : $\mathscr{A}_{+}^{-1}arrow(\mathscr{A}, \Vert. ??????????? (\mathscr{A}_{+}^{-1}, \oplus, \otimes, \log)$
? GGV ??????????????? $(_{(}G$GVV) ????????????????
$(\pm\Vert\log(\mathscr{A}_{+}^{-1})\Vert, \oplus', \otimes')$ ????????? $(\mathbb{R}, +, \cross)$ ????????? $\oplus'=+,$ $\otimes'=\cdot.$
5 Some structures on GGV $s$




??????? gyrometric ? GGV ???????????????????????
???????????????????? GGV ?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
$\rho(a, c)\leq\rho(a, b)\oplus'\rho(b, c)$
????????????????????????????????????? GGV
??????????? $f$ ??? $f\circ$ $\rho$ ?????????????
Denition 9. GGV $(G, \oplus, \otimes, \phi)$ ?????
$\rho(a, b)=\Vert\phi(a\ominus b (\forall a, b\in G)$





Denition le. GGV $(G, \oplus, \otimes, \phi)$ ?????
$L[a, b](t) a\oplus t\otimes(\ominus a\oplus b) (\forall a\in G, t\in \mathbb{R})$
????? $L[a, b](\mathbb{R})$ ? $a$ ? $b$ ??? gyroline, ? $L[a, b]([0,1])$ ? gyrosegment $ab$ , ?
$L|a,$ $b](,$ $)$ ? $a$ ? $b$ ? gyromidpoint ????
$a$ ? $b$ ? gyromidpoint ? $p(a,b)$ ??????????????
$p(a, b)=L[a, b]( \frac{1}{2})$ .
????gyromidpoint $p(a, b)$ ? coaddition ?????
$p(a, b)= \frac{1}{2}\otimes(\mathfrak{c}t$ ? $b)$
??????????
??????? $c*$-????????????
Example 11. $A$ ???? $c*$-?????????? $\Vert\cdot\Vert$ ???? $A$ ???? $A_{+}^{-1}$ ???
???? $\oplus$ ? $\otimes$ ?
$a\oplus b=a^{\frac{1}{2}}ba^{\frac{1}{2}} (a,b\in ?- 1)$ ,
$r\otimes a=a^{r} (a\in \mathscr{A}_{+}^{-1}, r\in \mathbb{R})$
???????? $(A_{+}^{-1}, \oplus, \otimes, \log)$ ? GGV???????? $\mathscr{A}$ ?????????? $d$
??????
$gyr[a, b]c=XcX^{*}(\forall c\in \mathscr{A}_{+}^{-1})$ ,




????Gyrometric $\rho$ ? $\Vert\cdot\Vert$ ? $A$ ? C$*$.???????
$\rho(a, b)=\Vert\log(a^{\frac{1}{2}}b^{-1}a^{\frac{1}{2}})\Vert$
??????? Thompson metric ???????
$L[a, b](s)=a^{\frac{1}{2}}(a^{\frac{1}{2}}\'{o}^{-1}a^{\frac{1}{2}})^{-s}a^{\frac{1}{2}}$
????gyrosegment $ab$ ? $a$ ? $b$ ?????????????? $s= \frac{1}{2}$ ????
$p(a, b)=a^{\frac{1}{2}}(a^{\frac{1}{2}}b^{-1}a^{\frac{1}{2}})^{-\frac{1}{2}}a^{\frac{1}{2}}$












?????? Mazur-Ulam ????????V? $s$????????????? [4]. ?
?? (GGV ????) ??????????? V\"ais\"ala???????????V\"ais\"al\"a
??????????? \ ????????" ? \?????') ? GGV ????????
????????????????????????????????????????
Theorem 12. $GGVG_{1}$ ?? (??) $GGVG_{2}$ ???? $T:G_{1}arrow G_{2}$ ? gyrometric ?
?????????
$\rho_{1}(a, b)=\rho_{2}(Ta,Tb) (\forall a, b\in G_{1})$ ,
??? $T$ ? gyromidpoint ??????????
$T(p(a, b))=p(Ta, Tb) (\forall a, b\in G_{1})$ .
?? $\rho_{i}$ ? $GGVG_{i}$ ? gyrometric ??? $(i=1,2)$ .
Corollary 13. $(G_{1}, \oplus_{1}, \otimes_{1}, \phi_{1})$ ? $(G_{2_{\rangle}}\oplus_{2}, \otimes_{2}, \phi_{2})$ ? $GGV$ ???? $T$ : $G_{1}arrow G_{2}$ ?
gyrometric ??????????
$\rho_{2}(Ta, Tb)=\rho_{1}(a, b) (\forall a, b\in G_{1})$
????????????$(?? \rho_{i} ??? gyrome? c (i=1,2)_{?}$ ) ?????????
?????????? %?????? $T$ $=T(e)\oplus_{2}T_{0}$ ???????? $a,$ $b\in G_{1}$







Proposition 14. $\mathscr{A}$ , ????? C$*\sim$?? $Of_{+}^{-1},$ $\mathscr{B}_{+}^{-1}$ ?????????????? $T$ :
$\mathscr{A}_{+}^{-1}arrow \mathscr{B}_{+}^{-1}$ ??????? $T$? Thompson metric ?????????????? $T$ ?
geometric mean ??????
??? $c*$-?????? Corollary 13????????????? $T$?????????
Proposition 15. $\mathscr{A}$ , ????? C$*\sim$?? $\mathscr{A}_{+}^{-1},$ $?_{}+^{-1}$ ?????????????? $T$ :
$\mathscr{A}_{+}^{-1}arrow \mathscr{B}_{+}^{-1}$ ? Thompson metric ????????????????????? $e_{1}$ ?
$\mathscr{A}_{+}^{-1}$ ???? (???????) ??? $T_{0}$ $=T(e_{1})^{-\frac{1}{2}}T(\cdot)T(e_{1})^{-\frac{1}{2}}$ ????????




?????????? $T$ $=T(e_{1})^{\frac{1}{2}}T_{0}(\cdot)T(e_{1})^{\frac{1}{2}}$ ????
???????????? Thompson metric ??????????????????
????????????????????????? Hatori ?Moln\'ar??????
??????????? [2] ?????????????????????????
Theorem 16. $\mathscr{A}$ , ????? $C^{*}$ -?? $\mathscr{A}_{+}^{-1},$ $\mathscr{B}_{+}^{-1}$ ????????????? $e_{s\swarrow},$ $e_{\mathscr{B}}$
???????????? ( $C$ -???????) ???? $T$ : $\mathscr{A}_{+}^{-1}arrow \mathscr{B}_{+}^{-1}$ ? Thompson
metric ???????????????? $T$ ? Jordan $*$-isomorphism $J:\mathscr{A}arrow$ ???
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